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Herbciti Immunies is a powerful anti-

viral supplement made of 100%

natural herbs. It reduces high fever

and relives severe pain and

inflammations. 

You may feel the difference within

3~7 days.

WHAT IS
HERBCITI
IMMUNIES?
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Benefits of Immunies

The chrologenicacid and saponin in Herbciti Immunies are

powerful anti-oxidants. Their benefits include: anti-

inflammation, gout prevention, antibacterial, immune

boost, improvement of blood circulation and liver function.
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Mechanism of 
Immunies

Immunies activates immune cells and produces a

large amount of T-cells which directly affects and

suppresses the virus to help kill influenza.
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We tested whether Immunies can activate immune cells in

human body, has antimicrobial effects and tried to

understand the mechanism behind it. In Figure 4, RV-AE

refers to Immunies.

In the experiment below, we examined if the effectiveness is

maintained even when it is diluted in 1:2 ratio. N represents

non-treated control group, and P represents

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) treated control group. The

experiment showed that Immunies test solution (RV-AE)

(undiluted) showed stronger proliferation of white blood

cells than LPS.                         

Immunies significantly induces the proliferation of

immune cells.

Effectiveness of 
Immunies
on Influenza 1



When Immune cells, especially lymphocytes, are

activated by antigenic stimulation or other, they grow

large in size and promotes various immune cell

functions.

Figure5 is the comparison of the size of the immune

cells when the Immunies(RV-AE), LPS, a two-fold diluted

IS, and a four-fold diluted IS  are applied separately in

each group.

After 48 hours, the immune cells on the left side of the

red dotted line show a very noticeable change in size

and degree of activation whereas the immune cells on

the right side does not show any significant change
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Next, we observed whether Immunies can induce

antibody formation. We diluted the solution

(Generally, formation of a healthy antibody takes a

week). Although this experiment only measured up to

72 hours, we can observe the noticeable

in 1:2 ratio and compared the results after 48 hours and

72 hours each. 

difference in the formation of antibody.

Immunies accelerates formation of antibody both

directly and indirectly.
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From the previous experiments and the

results, it was confirmed that Immunies helps

activate immune system that  suppresses

microbial activity.

Anti-Microbial
Activity of Immunies

The effect of Immunies on growth of 5 representative
bacteria. Each bacteria was cultured for 24hr in 5ml TSB. 5
representative bacteria was O.D., measured by ELISA
reader absorbance at 600nm.



Influenza

Influenza is a viral acute respiratory disease. Symptoms

include headache, muscle pain, and cough along with a

severe fever up to 42 ℃. In case of a common cold

(caused by rhinovirus), the body temperature may go

up to 39℃, and the degree of pain is mild compared to

influenza.

The virus that causes influenza has single-stranded

RNA and wears a viral envelope acquired at the host

cell membrane. These viruses are generally classified

into A, B, and C types according to antigenicity, and

they are further classified into subtypes according to

the antigenicity of an enzyme called neuraminidase,

which is a glycoprotein blood cell aggregate with

spikes on the surface.
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The antigenicity that determines these serotypes is

changing year by year, so-called Cyclic antigenic shift.

In simple words, we need a new vaccine each year.

This serotype change is an important factor that must

be considered in developing vaccines, due to

mutations in the gene that designates hemagglutinin or

neuraminidase, or for other reasons. Influenza virus is a

single-stranded RNA gene, and RNA viruses can be

frequently mutated and unpredictable. Therefore, it is

very difficult to develop a vaccine against viruses.

Influenza
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19925 Stevens Creek Blvd. Suite 100
Cupertino, CA 95050

Website
herbcitibiz.com

Email
info@herbciti.com


